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`Father of U.S. Fractional Currencu'

General Francis E. Spinner
By John and Nancy Wilson, NLG

G
ENERAL FRANCIS ELIAS SPINNER WAS BORN ON January
21, 1802, in German Flatts (now Mohawk), Herkimer County, N. Y.
He was the oldest of nine children. His father, the Reverend John
Peter Spinner, served with the Fort Herkimer Reformed

Church (erected in 1729). His mother was Mary Magdalene
Bruement Spinner. Coming from a very intelligent, hard work-
ing family, he was destined to become one of the most famous
Americans who ever lived. The young Spinner also attended
four district schools in Mohawk Valley. Though he attend-
ed these schools during his youth, his education actually
came from reading and learning skills from others.

Following a period when he lived in Amsterdam,
N.Y., and worked as a saddle maker, as a teen, Spinner
worked in Albany, N. Y., for a small candy manufacturer
and wholesaler. In Albany, he was very fortunate to be
given access to the private library of Peter Gansevoort.
While using the library, he was also privileged to receive an
education in bookkeeping and the handling of money. He
also was a shareholder in the village library. In 1824, he
moved back to Herkimer, N.Y., and set up as a merchant. In
1826, Spinner married Caroline Caswell, and they had five chil-
dren. Around 1826, Spinner was appointed a Lieutenant in the 26th
Regiment, New York State Artillery. He was appointed to the rank of Major-
General in the 3rd Division of Artillery in 1834. General Spinner served with
dignity and efficiency during his time in the militia. Spinner also helped to raise
the Lafayette Guards. Figure 3 is a very rare Militia form (ca. 1834) signed by
Spinner as a Major General.

Spinner served as a Deputy Sheriff in Herkimer County in 1829, later
becoming Sheriff (1834-1843). While serv-
ing as Sheriff he perfected his famous signa- --...)ture to foil counterfeiters from trying to
copy it. In 1839, he was one of the founders 	 lki.,	 ^I*
of the Mohawk Valley Bank. The bank was
organized under the Free Banking Act. He 	

70.0446-.....A^

served the bank as director, cashier and
president. Though he resigned most of his
positions with the bank in 1856, he served as
its president while serving in Congress.
Figure 4 is a check issued on the Mohawk Valley Bank, State of N. Y., dated July
9, 1855, in the amount of $300. Imprint at bottom is Danforth & Huffy, New autograph
York & Philadelphia. He also served an appointment to the New York State
Hospital Building Commission. From 1845 to 1849, he was Auditor of the Port
of New York, under President Polk's administration.

Figure 1: a
proof vignette
of General

Francis E. Spinner

Figure 2: Spinner's famous Spenserian
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Figure 3: A militia form signed by
Spinner as Major General.

Figure 4: Spinner signed this check as
an officer of the Mohawk Valley Bank.

Spinner started out his political career as a Democrat, identifying himself
with the anti-slavery wing of the party. He was elected as a Democrat to
Congress, for the 7th district of N. Y. (Herkimer and Lawrence counties), in
1854. Problems with the Speakership of the House caused him to switch parties
and join the Whig-Republican group. He was reelected by a huge Republican
majority to the 35th and 36th Congressional sessions. He became a strong sup-
porter of Lincoln for President. He even organized a Mohawk political group
called the "Wide-Awakes," who with their band and banners held political rallies
from 1855 to 1861.

In 1861, President Lincoln appointed Spinner as Treasurer of the United
States. Spinner served in this position from March 16, 1861, to June 30, 1875.
Spinner, along with Secretary of the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, and Spencer M.
Clark, was instrumental in forming the first National Currency Bureau (headed
by Clark), which was later to become the Bureau of Engraving & Printing.
During Spinner's 14 years of service as Treasurer, many advancements were made
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in the department and other areas over which he was responsible. Improvements
in the paper, ink and anti counterfeiting devices improved greatly during his
term. Some of these inventions are still in use today. Treasurer Spinner has the
great distinction of having his signature placed on some
of this country's earliest large size bank notes and U. S.
Fractional Currency.

Figure 5 is a Third Issue, U. S. Fractional
Currency 50-cent note with Spinner's portrait and
"autograph" signature. For the record, clerks in the
Treasurer's office learned how to do Spinner's auto-
graph and hand-signed the issue(s) for him. It really is
unknown whether he actually signed any of these notes
himself. The copies are so perfect one cannot tell the
difference. His signature can he found on all other class-
es of U.S. currency issued between 1862 and 1875.

A rare CDV (carte de visite) of an older Spinner is shown near the end of this
article at Figure 10. The CDV has his name inscribed at bottom. His image was
also engraved. Figures 1 at the beginning of this article
and Figures 7-8 are three types of Spinner portrait die
proof vignettes. A fourth die proof of Spinner is also in
our collection. On lower left below the vignette of
Spinner is the name Chas. Bart (born 1823, died 1892).
Burt was a picture and portrait engraver. For the
record, no die proof vignette of Spinner is known that
matches exactly with the Third Issue 50-cent note with
his portrait on it. Figure 8 is a close up view of the
CDV of an older Spinner. It has his name at the bot-
tom.

Spinner developed his ornate signature (please see
an excellent article by the late Brent Hughes tracing the
development of Spinner's autograph in Paper Money,
Vol. #14 (1974), No. 59, pp. 236ff) to help make it harder for counterfeiters to
successfuly copy his name. General Spinner was an object of personal curiosity to
all sight-seers who visited Washington. It's not hard to image, Dick and Dolly
fresh from their farm asking the General, "Please, sir, will you just show us how
you make it -- that queer name?" He stabs the old pen with three points down
into the pudding-like ink which sticks to the bottom of the broken-nosed pitcher,
and proceeds to pile it up in ridiculous little heaps at cross angles on a bit of

Figure 5a (above): An "autograph"
Third Issue U.S. Fractional note, pur-
portedly signed by Spinner.
Figure 5b (below) Detail.

Figure 6: An old envelope listing U.S.
Fractional Currency issues.
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Figure 7: Another engraved vignette
of Spinner during the time he was
Treasurer of the United States.

Figure 8: An engraved vignette of
Spinner as a mature man based on
the CDV shown following.

paper. The two visitors, who are speechless, accept the autograph, and cannot
wait to get home to show-off the signature of the Treasurer of the U. S.

Treasurer Spinner is very well known as the person who was most instru-
mental in the development of U. S. Postage and Fractional Currency. This is
how it happened. When Fort Sumter was attacked by the Confederacy on April

12, 1861, President Lincoln issued a call to arms. This impending Civil
War caused everyone to hoard specie. All types of make shifts for

money were used by businesses and individuals: postage stamps,
scrip, tokens, encased postage, postage currency envelopes and

others. None of these specie replacements worked well. In
order to alleviate the problem, President Lincoln signed an
Act in July, 1861, authorizing stamps (with glue on them) as
money. A run on the post office soon exhausted supplies.
When they stuck together and became unmanageable,
almost everyone wanted to redeem them at the post office.
At first, Postmaster General Blair refused to redeem them,
but later after negotiations, they were redeemed. The prob-

lem continued with everyone screaming for a circulating
specie.

Treasurer Spinner was quite aware of the shortage of
specie, and the many non legal tender replacements that were in cir-

culation. For that matter, the entire Treasury Department was under a
lot of pressure to come up with an answer. Finally, Treasurer Spinner came up
with a wonderful idea for a circulating specie replacement. He took unused five-
and ten-cent stamps, pasted them on Treasury paper with his signature, made
them a uniform size and circulated them around the Treasury Building. Officials
liked his idea, and thus the First Issue of Postage Currency came into existence.
Unlike the circulating postage stamps with adhesive that had circulated earlier,
these notes were uniform in size and had no glue or adhesive on them. They
were issued in 5-, 10-, 25- and .50-cent denominations. The Act passed in 1861
authorizing stamps as money was used to produce this issue. Though issued ille-
gally, an Act in 1863 legitimized this First Issue, and authorized a Second Issue of
U. S. Fractional Currency.

U. S. Postage and Fractional Currency had five different issues between
1862 and 1876. Denominations of 3-, 5-, 10-, 15-, 25- and 50-cents were

circulated. Not all issues used all denominations. Figure 6 is a rare
envelope containing information about the amounts issued. This

item was purchased from Hy Brown about 12 years ago along
with other envelopes and ephemera. Some experts feel the
information on this envelope isn't precisely correct.

While at the Treasury, Spinner was credited with bring-
ing women into government service. First he hired women
to cut sheets of notes apart, then as clerical workers, and
finally to detect counterfeit notes in the Redemption Division
of the Treasury Bureau. Spinner stated that "most females
were doing better and more work for the $600 per year then a
lot of the male workers who were being paid twice that

amount." He also said, "A man will examine a note systemati-
cally and deduce logically, from the imperfect engraving, blurred

vignette or indistinct signature, that it is counterfeit, and be wrong
four cases out of ten. A woman picks up a note, looks at it in a desul-

tory fashion of her own, and says: 'That's counterfeit.' 'Why?' 'Because it
is,' she answers promptly, and she is right eleven times out of twelve." Out of
great love and appreciation for Spinner, the women workers had his statue cast in
bronze.

According to legend, one night Spinner lay restless in his bed having a
strong impression that something was wrong at the Treasury. Getting up quick-
ly, he headed for the Treasury building and came across a guard who was on his
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way to wake him up because someone had left the vault door open. The next day Figure 9: A Treasury Warrant signed
he moved to a small room at the Treasury. On a daily basis, he made sure that 	 by Spinner and Register of the Treasury

the vault doors were locked. Out of this, he received the nickname, The watch- Colby.
dog of the Treasury." Figure 7 is a rare Treasury Warrant dated 1866, and
signed by Spinner and Register of the Treasury S. B. Colby. The ABNCo N.Y.
imprint is at bottom.

The only blemish on Treasurer Spinner's record occurred when
Superintendent of the National Currency Bureau, Spencer M. Clark, placed his
own portrait on a five-cent Third Issue Fractional Currency note. Spencer Clark
was instructed to place William Clark's (of the Lewis and Clark expedition) image
on the note. Some fascinating information regarding the Spencer M. Clark inci-
dent can be found at the Bureau of Engraving & Printing web page, which can be
found at:

http://www.bep.treas.gov/document.cfm/18/114
Almost all collectors of fractional currency know that Spencer Clark placed

his own likeness on the five-cent note instead of William Clark. We didn't real-
ize that when Spencer Clark mentioned to Spinner the name of Clark that he
thought Freeman Clark was going to be on the note. Spinner evidently didn't
even know that Spencer Clark was given directions to place William Clark on the
five-cent note. He absolutely played with words with Spinner regarding the
Clark name. Most of the following information will be found on the BEP web
page mentioned above. We think it is fascinating reading:

Without consulting Treasurer Spinner, Spencer Clark ordered that his por-
trait go on the 50 cent Third Issue fractional currency note. It appeared that the
Treasurer was pleased with having his portrait placed on the note and approved
it. Other portraits and designs were approved as they were getting set to go.
Spinner asked Clark whose likeness was going to be on the five-cent Third Issue
note? Clark said how about Clark? Spinner said excellent, thinking that Spencer
Clark was going to place the portrait of the Comptroller of the Currency
Freeman Clark on the note. It is evident that Spinner didn't even realize that the
Clark that was supposed to go on the note was William Clark of the Lewis and
Clark expedition. In any case the mistake wasn't noticed until large quantities of
notes had been produced.

Needless to say complaints and criticisms regarding this egotistical act by
Spencer Clark came from all areas of government. Due to Spencer Clark's
action, Congress passed an Act on April 7, 1866, prohibiting the use of portraits
of any living person on U. S. paper money. The Act is still in force today.
Unfortunately, this Act prohibited the release of the fifteen-cent Grant and
Sherman note which was almost set to be released. The Congressional Act of
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May 16, 1866, authorized an issuance of five-cent
nickels. The Act was passed so the government
could withdraw from circulation as many of the
Spencer Clark five-cent notes as they could. The
Act also forbid the issuance of paper money in
denominations less than ten-cents. All of this is
very fascinating reading, and as you can see
almost every celebrity of the times had his por-
trait placed on notes before the Act was passed.

When it is all said and done, it is good that
the Act was passed in 1866. We don't think living
persons should be placed on U. S. Government
fiscal paper. This honor should be given to great
Americans who are no longer with us.

Spinner loved flowers, mineral specimens
and crystals and often gave these as gifts. He was
a friendly, humble, generous and kind gentleman
to both rich and poor alike. In a letter, he is
quoted as saying that "great wrong and sorrow
can grow out of one sharp retort." During his
Washington years, he also spent time in Mohawk,
N.Y., which was his official residence. He vaca-
tioned in Jacksonville, Florida during the winter
months. Late in life, his eyes started failing him
and he developed cancer. Right up until he died
in Florida on December 31, 1890, Spinner was
always happy and in fine spirits. He was buried in
Mohawk, New York. His ornate signature is
engraved on his tombstone.

Figures 11 and 12 show two Spinner checks.
The top one is dated 1890 and payable to Spinner
for personal expenses. Since Spinner was virtually
blind and dying of cancer, it is hard to believe that
he could even write a check such as this. The
bottom check, dated 1852, is on the Mohawk
Valley Bank. This holograph (entirely hand-writ-
ten) check is payable to Spinner and signed by
him as Treasurer at the bottom. Figure 12 shows
the backs of the checks in figure 11. Both are

Figure 10: A CDV (carte de visite)
enlarged view of an elderly Spinner.

endorsed by Spinner.
We have spoken to a Buffalo, N.Y. collector/dealer Norm Peters, who he

told us that about 13 years ago he was able to purchase 5,000 checks on the
Mohawk Valley Bank signed by Spinner. He said that he went to a local antique
dealer in the Mohawk Valley area and was able to purchase these 5,000 Spinner
checks from the bank. They all were in a large box. The antique dealer told
Norm that someone found the checks in a dump in Mohawk Valley, brought
them to him and asked if they were worth any money? The antique dealer
bought them all. The person then went back to the dump and found that they
had been bulldozed over and buried. He dug around and found some more and
sold them to the antique dealer also. It was told to Norm that the Mohawk Bank
evidently cleared out there storage area and disposed of the old checks and other
documents. The bank has been sold several times over and we don't know what
name it holds today.

Norm told us that he only has a few remaining from the 5,000 checks he
purchased from the antique dealer. He said that he sold 1,500 to one person for
$12 a piece years ago. Norm didn't say what he paid for the large hoard, but it
had to be less than the $12 he sold the 1,500 for. This information is very impor-
tant to collectors of Spinner checks. It appears that about the time this hoard was
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found more Spinner checks from the bank were coming onto the market place.
It is now apparent that this hoard came from that Mohawk Valley dump. Because
of that one person who brought the checks into the antique dealer many collec-
tors of Spinner checks were able to add one to their collections.

Today, Spinner checks have been dispersed over a wide area, and we see no
hoards of Spinner checks today. We constantly search for Spinner checks in
many different areas. We just don't see any hoards of these checks for sale via
price lists, dealers stocks, or auctions. Paper Money auction trends have Spinner

Figures 11 & 12: Two Spinner checks
at various stages of his career. The
bottom (earlier) check is a holograph
item, entirely hand-written.
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Note: John Wilson is President of
the American Numismatic
Association. His wife Nancy is a
former ANA Governor.

signed checks selling between $50 and $125. Spinner letters sell for between $50
and $300 depending upon content. Cut out autographs and envelopes with
Spinner on them sell for between $25 and $50. Treasury checks such as the one
in this story sell for much more as do other earlier documents when they are sold.
Spinner vignettes sell for $60 to $125 with CDVs much more. We hope this
information helps you in pursuit of Spinner items.

We consider General Spinner one of the most important Americans who
ever lived. His life was dedicated to the advancement of civilization and not to
personal honors, awards or pats on the back. When one considers the words:
honest, ethical, great work habits and dedication, we come up with the name
Francis E. Spinner. Few gave as much for his country as he did. General
Spinner's life involvement was in governmental service (in many capacities
already mentioned), law enforcement, banking, as a merchant, community volun-
teer and probably others, too. This dynamo and tireless worker was also involved
in railroads, manufacturing and canals. We're very sure that General Spinner was
very instrumental in the early industry and growth of the Mohawk Valley.

Out of all famous Americans who ever lived, his autograph is one of the
most avidly sought by numismatists and others worldwide. Spinner autographs
and ephemera are available as cut out signatures, on checks, personal letters,
envelopes, government correspondence or documents, banking correspondence
or documents, and other ephemera. Some very rare Spinner personality auto-
graphs are also available on U.S. Fractional Currency. We want to credit
Herman K. Crofoot, who wrote a one-page article on Spinner, for some of the
information in this story. Mr. Crofoot was an avid collector of Spinner material.
His collection of Spinner items now resides in the Smithsonian Institution
Collection. According to him, the earliest Spinner autograph is dated in 1825,
when Spinner was 23-years-old. The last signature was made six weeks before he
died of face cancer, at the age of 88.

Probably early 20th Century numismatists nicknamed General Francis E.
Spinner, The Father of Fractional Currency." The Fractional Currency
Collectors Board (FCCB -- the initials are taken from the name of F. C. C. Boyd
who was a major, early fractional currency collector), of which we are Charter
Members. This organization is dedicated to the advancement of U. S. Postage
and Fractional Currency of which General Spinner played a large part. As long as
the world has the FCCB and other numismatists, the name General Spinner will
live on forever.
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